
“ The Dynamic Duo Split Again”

Dickinson Service Center Night at HMS

August 22nd. 2020 - Racing returned to Hickory Motor Speedway on Saturday with the Dickinson Service Center Night at the Races.

First up would see the NASCAR Advance Auto Parts Weekly Series Late Models hitting the track for race one of their twin 40 lap
doubleheader. Setting fast time and starting from the top spot would be Josh Berry in the #88 and Sam Butler in the #81 would be to
his outside. Row two would see Ryan Millington in the #15 and Conner Jones in the #14, side by side for the start. As the field took the
green flag, an accordion affect would create contact between the #77 of Parker Chase and the #14 of Vince Midas. The two would
make contact and send Midas spinning and coming to rest against the inside front stretch wall. Chase and Midas would both move to
the pits after the incident. The complete restart would see Berry and Butler side by side in row one. Once again Berry would get a
good start as Butler appeared to have a problem on the second start which again bottlenecked the cars up behind him with contact
sending the #25 of Matt Piercy into the tire barrier and ending his night early. The complete restart would again see Berry and Butler
up front. The third time would finally be the charm as everyone would make it safely through lap one with Berry moving to the lead.
Millington would follow Berry and move around Butler for second. Mitch Walker in the #29 would move past Jones for the fourth
position. The halfway point would see Berry, Millington, Butler, Walker, and Jones as the top five. Lap 25 would see Butler pull to
Millington's bumper looking for the second spot. But almost as soon as Butler would catch up to Millington, Millington would pull
back away. Berry would flex his muscle and take the win. Millington would finish 2nd with Butler finishing 3rd. Walker would grab
4th and Jones would take home 5th.

The Renegades would roll off next for their 20 lap feature. Charlie Neill in the #51 would start from the pole position with Gary
Ledbetter in the #8 to his outside. Neill would report late for the lineup and have to start from the back. Ledbetter and the #1 of
Joseph Hodges would make up the front row. Ledbetter would get the top spot on the first lap with Hodges close behind. Neill would
come charging through the field and by lap 7 would move to second. Lap 12 would see Neill reach Ledbetter's bumper and battle for
the lead. The front pair would go door to door on lap 17 and race the final three laps side by side. Neill would complete the charge
from the rear to take the win. Ledbetter would finish 2nd with Hodges taking 3rd. Kyle DiVanna in the #71 would finish 4th and Ben
Campbell in the #27 would finish 5th.

Next up would be the high revving 4-Cylinders taking to the famed 3/8 mile oval for their 25 lap feature. The #11 of Robbie Trivette
would grab the top spot in qualifying with Curtis Pardue in the #17 starting to his outside. Robbie Trivette would take the early lead
with Charlie Neill in the #83 following him to second. Lap 2 would see the caution fly as Cody Combs in the #9 and Neill would make
contact and spin in turn two. Both cars would be able to continue, but restart from the rear. Robbie Trivette and Brian Mundy in the
#6 would make up the front row for the restart. Robbie Trivette would pull to the lead as Mundy would slow with mechanical issues
and turn onto pit road on the backstretch. Robbie Trivette would have a rear view mirror full of Pardue as Combs would move up to
third on Pardue's bumper. Lap 19 would see Combs make the move under Pardue for second. Lap 21 would see Combs make the
move to the lead. Combs would drive on for the win. Robbie Trivette would finish an emotional 2nd with Pardue finishing 3rd. Dennis
Trivette in the #11 finished 4th and Kirby Gobble in the #08 would finish 5th.

The Paramount Auto Group Limited Late Models would line up next for their 35 lap battle. Josh Kossek in the #44 would set fast
time and start from the front with Chase Janes in the #47 to his outside. Row two would see the #88 of Josh Gobble and the #17 of
Skyler Chaney to his outside for the green flag. Kossek would move to the early lead with Janes close behind. Lap 2 would see the
caution fly as the #42 of Ricky Bruce would spin on the backstretch. Kossek and Janes would bring the field back to the green flag.
Kossek would get the best of the restart and move to the point. Lap 6 would see the caution fly as Bruce would have a mechanical



failure and sparks would come from under his car and send him hard into the outside wall. Bruce's night would be over as he would
suffer extensive damage. Kossek and Janes would lead the field to green. Kossek would take the top spot once again with Janes not
far behind. Chaney and Gobble would go door to door for seven laps before Chaney would nose ahead for third. Lap 21 would see the
caution fly as Chaney would spin after contact with Gobble. Kossek and Janes would bring the field back to the green flag. Kossek
would move back to the lead with Janes chasing. Kossek would drive on to the win. Janes would finish 2nd with Gobble taking 3rd.
Alex Posey in the #38 would finish 4th and Max Price in the #22 would finish 5th.

Rolling off next would be the Street Socks for their 30 laps of racing. The #21 of Drew Cox would take the pole position and start
from the top spot with Mark Whitten in the #77 to his outside. Row two would be made up of David Thomas in the #6 and Ethan
Johnson in the #2. Cox would move to the early lead and bring David Thomas in the #6 with him to second. Lap 6 would see Whitten
and Thomas side by side for second.   Whitten would take the position and bring Gary Ledbetter in the #48 with him to third. The
caution would fly on lap 17 as the #20 of Steven Roark would spin in turn two. Cox and Whitten would bring the field to the green
flag. Cox would move to the lead and bring Ledbetter with him to second. Cox would drive on to take the win. Ledbetter would finish
2nd with Whitten finishing 3rd. Kevin Eby in the #03 would finish 4th with Marshall Sutton in the #64 finishing 5th.

Finishing out the night's festivities would be the NASCAR Advance Auto Parts Weekly Series Late Models and race number two of
their doubleheader twin 40 lap features. After the 8 car invert from the finishing order of race one the front row would be made up of
AnnaBeth Barnes-Crum in the #12 and Thomas Beane in the #31. Will Cox in the #3 and Conner Jones in the #14 would make up
row two for the green flag. Barnes-Crum and Beane would duel until lap three when Barnes-Crum would nose ahead. Beane would
quickly look under Barnes-Crum for the top spot and they would battle until lap 12, when Beane would nose ahead for the lead.
Jones would look to follow Beane and go side by side for second. Lap 15 would see Jones make the pass and bring Millington to third.
The caution would fly on lap 17 as sparks would fly and the #88 of Josh Berry would slow on the track with a flat tire. Berry would
rejoin the field at the rear. The restart would see Beane and Jones pace the field back to the green flag. Beane would move to the front
and bring Millington to second. Lap 21 would see Millington pass Beane for the top spot. Lap 22 would see Berry work his way back
up to third. Berry would move around Beane on lap 27 for second and set his sights on the leader Millington. Berry would whittle
down the lead lap by lap, but come up a few feet short at the finish as Millington would take the win. Berry would finish 2nd with
Beane finishing 3rd. Mason Ludwig in the #12L finished 4th with Jones would finish 5th.

Racing returns to America's Most Famous Short Track next week with another full slate of
NASCAR Advance Auto Parts Weekly Series action.  

Hickory Motor Speedway Results 8/22/20

Late Model – Twin Feature 1

1  #88 – Josh Berry

2  #15 – Ryan Millington

3  #81 – Sam Butler ( r )

4  #29 – Mitch Walker

5  #14J – Conner Jones

6  #3 – Will Cox III

7  #31 – Thomas Beane

8  #12B – Annabeth Barnes Crum

9  #98 – Ryan Vasconcellos

10  #12C – Jake Crum

11 #5 – Dexter Canipe Jr.

12  #15M – Zach McDaniels

13  #12L – Mason Ludwig ( r )

14  #14 – Vince Midas

15  #77C – Parker Chase

16  #25 – Matt Piercy

Late Model – Twin Feature 2

1  #15 – Ryan Millington

2  #88 – Josh Berry



3  #31 – Thomas Beane

4  #12L – Mason Ludwig ( r )

5  #14J – Conner Jones

6  #12B – Annabeth Barnes Crum

7  #29 – Mitch Walker

8  #81 – Sam Butler ( r )

9  #3 – Will Cox III

10  #77C – Parker Chase

11  #98 – Ryan Vasconcellos

12  #5 – Dexter Canipe Jr.

13 #12C – Jake Crum

14  #15M – Zach McDaniels

15  #14 – Vince Midas - DNS

16  #25 – Matt Piercy - DNS

Limited Late Model

1  #44K – Josh Kossek

2  #47 – Chase Janes

3  #88 – Joshua Gobble

4  #38 – Alex Posey

5 #22 – Max Price ( r )

6  #66 – Kevin Dill

7  #32 – Josh Stark

8  #17 – Skyler Chaney ( r )

9  #80 – Toni Breidinger

10  #7 – Jeff Allen

11  #03 – Alan Rich

12  #30 – Chris Martin

13  #23 – Reilly Doyle

14  #42 – Ricky Bruce

Street Stocks

1  #21 – Drew Cox

2  #48 – Gary Ledbetter

3  #77 – Mark Whitten

4  #03 – Kevin Eby

5  #64 – Marshall Sutton

6  #31 – Derek Fowler

7  #6 – David Thomas

8  #2 – Ethan Johnson

9  #20 – Steven Roark

10  #3 – Kayla Eby

Renegades



1  #51 – Charlie Neill

2  #8 – Gary Ledbetter

3  #1 – Joseph Hodges

4  #71K – Kyle DiVanna

5  #27 – Ben Campbell

6  #73 – Kyle Boice ( r )

7 #72 – Zachary Mullins

8  #81 – Matthew Chambers

9  #82 – David Hasson

10 #69 – Megan Campbell

4 Cylinders

1  #9 – Cody Combs

2  #11 – Robbie Trivette

3  #17 – Curtis Pardue

4  #11T – Dennis Trivette

5  #08 – Kirby Gobble

6  #83 – Charlie Neill

7  #6 – Brian Mundy

8 #33 – William Caldwell – DNS

 

 

 

 


